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Abstract

We propose an integrated Cloud computing stack archi-
tecture to serve as a reference point for future mash-ups and
comparative studies. We also show how the existing Cloud
landscapemaps into this architecture and identify an infras-
tructure gap that we plan to address in future work.

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is emerging as a model in support of
“everything-as-a-service” (XaaS) [8]. Virtualized physical
resources, virtualized infrastructure, as well as virtualized
middleware platforms and business applications are being
provided and consumed as services in the Cloud. Engi-
neering software systems that use “everything-as-a-service”
and which in turn may be provided as Cloud services them-
selves, however, requires a good understanding of the nu-
merous emerging Cloud computing technologies as well as
of already available services solutions offered in the open
Cloud market.

1.1. Objective

How do the various Cloud technologies and offerings
ranging from open source frameworks like HadoopMapRe-
duce to commercial services from Amazon and Google re-
late to each other? How do we compare and understand
these Cloud technologies and services from a technology,
software architectural, and from a business perspective?

1.2. Approach

As a first step towards answering these questions, we
propose a generic Cloud computing stack that classifies
Cloud technologies and services into different layers. We

explain each layer through examples and demonstrate how
this model helps in explaining the overall Cloud computing
landscape. We further illustrate the use of the stack in mod-
eling a Cloud computing ecosystem of various providers.
The Cloud computing stack aims at facilitating commu-
nication about different Cloud technologies and services,
including placing more complex offerings such as Google
App Engine on the Cloud computing landscape, and at sup-
porting the design of software systems that wish to use and
compose existing Cloud technologies and services.
The different technologies and tools were categorized

in our stack based on the highest-level interface offered to
its users. We also recognize that some tools allow a wide
range of lower-level plug points, but we focus on repre-
senting the primary use of the technology, which is most
likely to happen on the highest level. Our architectural
stack provides guidance about how to combine, and inter-
change technologies. For example, a developer at The New
York Times [27] needed to transform a large number of doc-
uments and was able to obtain machines to run on from
a virtual machine provisioning system (Amazon EC2 [4])
and parallelize the processing using a parallel programming
framework (Hadoop MapReduce [30]). Others could learn
from his example but may wish to replace either the ma-
chine provisioning system or the programming framework
to meet their needs. Our categorization of existing technolo-
gies does not aim at being complete, which is impossible in
the currently rapid evolution of the Cloud landscape, but
rather serves as a reference point or snapshot to guide fu-
ture developments. The tools we mention are for the same
reason limited to the most popular or well known.

2. Reference Stack

Distributed computing technologies targeted at enter-
prise systems integration in the 90’s such as the Open
Group’s DCE [29], and the Object Management Groups
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CORBA [28] offered programmable interfaces to overcome
the complexities of remote procedure calls. Specifications
such as OMA, in the CORBA case, served as reference
architectures for services offered at different levels in the
frameworks, e.g. vertical (industry domain specific) versus
horizontal (infrastructure support) services. These catego-
rizations simplified interoperability and promoted vendor
independence. A decade later the Grid community pro-
posed the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [20]
as an effort to standardize de-facto Grid service interfaces
and help adoption of Grid technologies across organizations
at a global scale. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
inherent in the WS-I specifications [18] serve a similar pur-
pose for the Web services B2B community.
What differs the Cloud from these earlier technologies

is the “grass-root” evolution of a wide range of technolo-
gies from successful Web 2.0 enterprises such as Google,
Facebook, and Amazon, and the enhanced programmabil-
ity (access to APIs, RPCs, SDKs etc) offered to develop-
ers. This plethora of interfaces brings an unprecedented op-
portunity to systems integrators or mash-up technologists to
realize their business ideas with minimal investment in in-
frastructure development. It can be a daunting task to nav-
igate around the technologies in the Cloud landscape, and
although various mind maps have been proposed (e.g. [57]),
they provide little architectural guidance as to how the of-
ferings may be integrated.
In the spirit of earlier distributed computing architectures

we therefore propose a first architectural categorization of
Cloud technologies as a stack of service types. Our stack
was inspired by the “everyting as a service” (XaaS) taxon-
omy; Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Ser-
vice (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS); recent de-
velopments of a Cloud stack for the HP, Intel, and Yahoo!
Open Cirrus Cloud testbed [45]; and a survey of state-of-
the-art Cloud services tools. The stack is depicted in Fig-
ure 1.

2.1. Infrastructure as a Service

On the lowest level of the infrastructure closest to the
hardware we distinguish two types of services, Physical Re-
source Set (PRS) and Virtual Resource Set (VRS) services.
Both of these service types provide a management front-end
API for a set or pool of resources in order to allow higher
level services to automate setup and tear-down, demand-
based scalability, fail-over and operating system hosting.
Primary functionality includes starting and stopping indi-
vidual resources, OS imaging, network topology setup and
capacity configuration. The PRS layer implementation is
hardware dependent and therefore tied to a hardware ven-
dor, whereas the VRS layer can be built on vendor inde-
pendent hypervisor technology such as Xen [14] or on top

of a PRS service to run in multi-vendor Clouds such as the
Open Cirrus testbed. Examples of PRS services include,
Emulab [33] and iLO [32]. VRS services include Amazon
EC2 [4], Eucalyptus [43], Tycoon [37], Nimbus [36], and
OpenNebula [53]. The reason to split these Resource Set
(RS) services into two types allows automated management
of physical as well as virtual resources. Furthermote some
Cloud applications may incur too much overhead from run-
ning on a hypervisor but might still want to use similar auto-
mated management capabilities offered by virtual machine
monitors (VMMs) and VMM management toolkits such as
the VRS examples given. Another reason for demarcation
is that different types of resources such as storage, network
and compute node resources might need to be virtualized in
different ways. However, they might still be able to have a
common PRS interface.
One level higher up in the stack but still in the

IaaS category we distinguish three types of Basic Infras-
tructure Services (BIS), computational, storage, and net-
work. Some examples are MapReduce [11] (computa-
tional), GoogleFS [52] (storage), and OpenFlow [39] (net-
work). As the highest level in the IaaS stack we con-
sider Higher Infrastructure Services (HIS). Amazon’s Dy-
namo [22], and Google’s Bigtable [17] all fall into this cat-
egory as they are typically built on top of BIS tools.

2.2. Platform as a Service

Moving up to the PaaS level of our integrated stack
we categorize the services into Programming Environ-
ments and Execution Environments. Example of the for-
mer is Sun’s project Caroline [42] and the Django frame-
work [13], and examples of the latter are Google’s App En-
gine [24], Joyent’s Reasonably Smart [34] and Microsoft’s
Azure [40]. As seen by these examples an Execution
Environment PaaS typically also encompasses a Program-
ming Environment PaaS. You could potentially replace the
Django framework in Google App Engine with your own
Programming Environment and Microsoft Azure offers a
wide range of alternative programming tools under the
Azure runtime umbrella. This decoupling between execu-
tion and development environments is thus represented by
having two categories in our stack model.

2.3. Software as a Service

All the applications that run on the Cloud and provide a
direct service to the customer are located in the SaaS layer.
The application developers can either use the PaaS layer to
develop and run their applications or directly use the IaaS
infrastructure. Here we distinguish between Basic Appli-
cation Services and Composite Application Services. Ex-
amples of Basic Application Services are the OpenId [46]
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Figure 1: Cloud stack
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and Google Maps [26] services. In the Composite Appli-
cation Service category we have the mash-up support sys-
tems with Opensocial as the prominent example allowing
entire social networks likeMySpace to be used as Basic Ser-
vices. We categorize Basic and Composite services into Ap-
plication Services, which comprise the highest level build-
ing blocks for end-user applications running in the Cloud,
such as Google Docs [25], Microsoft’s Office Live [41] and
OpenSocial mash-ups such as Auciti’s Hangout [54].

2.4. Human as a Service

Some services rely on massive-scale aggregation and ex-
traction of information from crowds of people. Each indi-
vidual in the crowd may use whatever technology or tools
he or she see fit to solve the task. We call this top-most layer
in our stack Human as a Service (HuaaS). In some cases
human intelligence is used to contribute arbitrary services,
such as “newsworthy” video streams (YouTube [58]), or on-
demand subtask solutions (Amazon Mechanical Turk [3]).
In our stack, these tools belong to the Crowdsourcing (CS)
category. Some human intelligence aggregation services are
more controlled and more targeted at predicting events or
promoting popular ideas. Examples include the Iowa Elec-
tronic Markets [9], which are mainly used to predict out-
comes of political races, and Digg [12], which is used to
promote popular news. We call this latter category of ser-
vices Information Aggregation Services (IAS), since they
all aim at producing a single aggregate number represent-
ing the popular opinion of the crowd in various ways, for
example using market mechanisms.

2.5. Supporting services

Some services in the Cloud need to have access to all
layers in the stack to present a coordinated view to its users,
e.g., for debugging, accounting, monitoring and billing pur-
poses. This is an, as of yet, largely unexplored area of re-
search but global research testbeds such as GENI [21], the
Open Cloud Consortium [44] and Open Cirrus [45] are ex-
pected to deliver solutions in this category for their users.
Here we distinguish between the administrative support sys-
tems, well known from the Grid (e.g. EGEE GridICE [6])
and networking platforms (e.g. PlanetLab CoMon [47]),
and business support systems for billing and federated au-
thentication etc. In our survey we find the business support
systems that span Cloud layers to be the most neglected part
of the current Cloud infrastructure, and for our future work
we thus plan on experimenting with mash-ups that address
this shortcoming.

3 The Cloud Ecosystem

A rich ecosystem of Cloud computing services and
providers has emerged, forming a complex environment in
which Web-scale end-user applications and services are de-
veloped, tested, deployed and operated. While this complex
service environment provides many choices, at the same
time it poses a great challenge to engineers in charge of
building resilient application architectures. The growing di-
versity of services, frameworks, platforms and tools within
the Cloud computing community tends to obfuscate rea-
sonable use and combination of advertised offerings. Our
Cloud computing reference model serves as a means to cat-
egorize existing Cloud computing services on the basis of
distinct service features. Thereby our reference model as-
sists the design of application architectures that utilize and
combine multiple Cloud computing services.
Research analysts of Merrill Lynch identified 10 com-

panies with exposure to the Cloud, as well as a number
of other promising Cloud computing service providers and
enablers [49]. Amazon is perceived as one of the major
players in the business, offering a wide range of prominent
Cloud computing services such as Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2), Simple Storage Service (S3), SimpleDB and Simple
Queueing Service (SQS) [4]. EC2 is a service that provides
access to different types of Xen-virtualized machine im-
ages, a core infrastructure service on the Virtual Resource
Set (VRS) layer of our reference model. Similar services
are provided by a wide range of companies, including App-
Nexus Cloud [7], Bluelock Virtual Cloud Computing [10],
ENKI Virtual Private Data Centers [15], FlexiScale Cloud
Computing[19], GoGrid Cloud Hosting [23], Joyent Accel-
erators [34], RackspaceMosso Cloud Servers [48], and Ter-
remark Infinistructure [55]. With S3 and SimpleDB, Ama-
zon provides two services that allow persistent data storage
in the Cloud. We classify S3 and similar services, such as
GoGrid Cloud Storage, Joyent BingoDisk, Nirvanix Stor-
age Delivery Network, and Rackspace Mosso Cloud Stor-
age as Basic Infrastructure Services (BIS) because they
only provide basic storage functionality. Database-as-a-
Service offerings like SimpleDB and technologies, such as
Google Bigtable [17], 10gen MongoDB [1] and Hadoop
HBase [31], on the other hand, are categorized as Higher In-
frastructure Services (HIS) because they provide additional
functionality, like a query language.
While it can be argued that Amazon’s content delivery

network service CloudFront [4] is a Higher Infrastructure
Service (HIS), this category does not apply to more com-
plex content and application delivery service offerings, such
as Akamai’s EdgePlatform. Java EE Web applications are
deployed on EdgePlatform to run on Akamai’s distributed
computing infrastructure [2]. Therefore, Java design prin-
ciples and existing program code can be used in order to
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develop applications for EdgePlatform, since it is only the
deployment model that changes. This is why EdgePlat-
form can best be categorized as a PaaS Execution Envi-
ronment that draws on Java EE as Programming Environ-
ment. Similarly, Google App Engine is the PaaS Execution
Environment for Python applications and Microsoft Azure
a PaaS Execution Environment for applications built with
Microsoft .NET technology.

3.1 Cloud Service Composition

Simple Cloud computing services can be combined into
more complex and versatile service and application com-
positions. This is not only viable for services on the SaaS
layer, as described in section 2.3, but also on lower layers
of our stack model. Some engineers from Amazon illus-
trate how to design Web-scale application architectures by
utilizing a combination of Amazon Web Services [56]. The
example application GrepTheWeb [5] uses SQS queues in
order to decouple controllers, the Hadoop MapReduce im-
plementation on a cluster of EC2 instances, and S3 and Sim-
pleDB for data storage and data retrieval.
The combination of Google’s OpenSocial API and de-

velopment platform with Google AppEngine is another ex-
ample that demonstrates how Cloud computing technolo-
gies and services can be combined into a more powerful
application architecture [38]. OpenSocial applications that
do not draw on external server resources are subject to cer-
tain limitations, such as narrow data storage capacities or
administrative constraints associated with the application
container. Integrating an OpenSocial application with an
App Engine backend allows to combine the client-side pre-
sentation layer with external data and application logic in a
straightforward manner.
Both of the before mentioned examples show how ser-

vices from the same Cloud computing service provider, i.e.
Amazon and Google, respectively, can be combined in a
reasonable fashion. However, there are good examples of
how to combine services from different Cloud computing
service providers, as well. Instead of extending OpenSo-
cial applications with an App Engine backend it is also
possible to develop Facebook applications that use external
server capacities from Cloud computing service providers
like Amazon or Joyent [16] [35]. Another prominent exam-
ple is given by the extension of the Force.com developer
platform with Google App Engine [50]. Just like in the
examples before, the Force.com programming model and
development environment is used to build business applica-
tions that draw on stored data and complex application logic
residing on App Engine servers.
We have summarized our categorizations in Fig-

ure 2 (IaaS), Figure 3 (PaaS), Figure 4 (SaaS), and Fig-
ure 5 (HuaaS).

4. Outlook and Future Work

As our survey shows, the Cloud services landscape is
very complex and, one could argue, therefore difficult to
control centrally by any single party without severe scala-
bility implications. We therefore envision self-organizing
social support mechanisms such as federated markets to be
developed for the Cloud where local and individual cost
and benefit optimizations will evolve the offerings to be
more efficient, force consolidation, nurture collaboration
and drive serendipitous mash-ups.
To address the identified gap of business support systems

that span Cloud layers we have also embarked on an imple-
mentation of a mash-up between a market system (Tycoon),
a billing system (PayPal), a federated authentication system
(OpenID) and a distributed computing platform (Hadoop)
that we hope to present at future Cloud conferences.
Although many companies use Hadoop today in combi-

nation with other Cloud infrastructure such as EC2, there
is no generally available pay-as-you-go zero-install Hadoop
service. One reason for this is that Hadoop was designed
for in-house intra data center operations with a trusted well-
known user base. Efficient sharing of large volumes of
data and computational resources in an untrusted multi-
tenancy Cloud remains a challenging research topic. We
have obtained some initial promising results when integrat-
ing Hadoop and Tycoon [51], and the next step is to close
the end-to-end Cloud service loop by offering a custom ver-
sion of the Hadoop scheduler with PayPal and OpenId ac-
count management. Such an integrated platform would al-
low developers to more easily replicate and automate use
cases such as the New York Times experiment mentioned
in Section 1.2.
Another area of future work is to elaborate on a number

of concrete use case scenarios of end-to-end Cloud services
to refine and further motivate the use of our stack.
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Organization Service or tool Description Layer

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

Dynamo Key-value storage system IaaS > RS > HIS

Simple Storage Service (S3) Storage buckets IaaS > IS > BIS

SimpleDB Database-as-a-Service IaaS > IS > HIS

CloudFront Content Delivery IaaS > IS > HIS

SQS Queueing services IaaS > IS > HIS

AppNexus AppNexus Cloud Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

Bluelock Bluelock Virtual Cloud Computing Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

Bluelock Virtual Recovery Disaster Recovery IaaS > IS > HIS

Emulab Emulab Network Testbed Network testbed IaaS > RS > PRS

ENKI ENKI Virtual Private Data Centers On-demand virtual data center 

resources

IaaS > RS > VRS

EU Reservoir 

project

Open Nebula Open source virtual infrastructure 

engine

IaaS > RS > VRS

FlexiScale FlexiScale Cloud Computing Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

GoGrid Cloud Hosting Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

Cloud Storage Disk storage IaaS > IS > BIS

Google Google Big Table Distributed storage system IaaS > IS > HIS

Google File System Distributed file system IaaS > IS > BIS

HP iLO Lights out management IaaS > RS > PRS

Tycoon Market-based system for managing 

compute resources in  clusters

IaaS > RS > VRS

Joyent Accelerator Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

Connector Pre-configured virtual servers IaaS > IS > HIS

BingoDisk Disk storage IaaS > IS > BIS

Nirvanix Nirvanix Storage Delivery Network Disk storage IaaS > IS > BIS

OpenFlow OpenFlow Network simulation IaaS > IS > BIS

Rackspace Mosso Cloud Sites Pre-configured virtual servers IaaS > IS

Mosso Cloud Storage Disk storage IaaS > IS > BIS

Mosso Cloud Servers Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

Skytap Skytap Virtual Lab Virtual IT lab environment IaaS > IS

Terremark Infinistructure Virtual servers IaaS > RS > VRS

The Globus 

Alliance

Nimbus Open source toolkit to turn a cluster 

into an IaaS cloud.

IaaS > RS > VRS

UCSB EUCALYPTUS Open source implementation of 

Amazons EC2

IaaS > RS > VRS

10gen Mongo DB Database for cloud storage IaaS > IS > HIS

Babble Application Server Web application server for cloud 

deployments

IaaS > IS > HIS

Figure 2: Infrastructure-as-a-Service providers.
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Organization Service or tool Description Layer

Akamai EdgePlatform Content, Site, Application Delivery PaaS Exec. Env.

Facebook Facebook Platform Development tools and execution 

environment for social networking 

applications

PaaS

Google App Engine Scalable runtime environment for 

Python Web applications

PaaS

Microsoft Azure Development environment and 

runtime for Microsoft applications

PaaS

Live Mesh Platform to sync, share and access a 

wide range of devices with 

Microsoft operating systems

PaaS

NetSuite SuiteFlex Toolkit to customize NetSuite online 

business applications

PaaS

Salesforce Force.com Build and deliver on-demand 

business applications

PaaS

Sun Caroline Horizontally scalable platform for 

the development and deployment of 

Internet services.

PaaS

Zoho Zoho Creator Toolkit to build and deliver on-

demand business applications

PaaS

Figure 3: Platform-as-a-Service providers.

Organization Service or tool Description Layer

Google Google Docs Online office suite SaaS

Google Maps API The Google Maps API lets 

developers embed Google Maps in 

their own web pages with 

JavaScript.

SaaS > BAS

OpenSocial A common API for social 

applications across multiple 

websites.

SaaS > CAS

OpenID 

Foundation

OpenID Distributed system to allow users to 

have a single digital identity across 

the Internet.

SaaS > BAS

Microsoft Office Live Online office suite SaaS

Salesforce Salesforce.com Customer Relationship Management SaaS

Figure 4: Software-as-a-Service providers.

Organization Service or tool Description Layer

Amazon Mechanical Turk Scalable workforce HuaaS > CS

Digg.com Digg.com News aggregation HuaaS > CS > IAS

The University of 

Iowa

Iowa Electronic Markets Future markets based on economic 

and political events

HuaaS > CS > IAS

Youtube Youtube Video portal HuaaS > CS

Figure 5: Human-as-a-Service providers.
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